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Networking Values People
As we continue to navigate this “new” normal and uncertain times, 
networking has become a critical component in anyone’s professional 
development.  Amid the pandemic, many of us have been confined to our 
homes which have become the new multipurpose centers.  Our homes 
have transformed into our workplace, favorite dining spots, daycare 
centers, fitness centers, salons/ barber shops, virtual meeting places, 
online shopping venues, etc.  This dramatic change to our lifestyles has 
also spilled into our professional careers.  We are not able to congregate in 
large numbers at conferences, travel frequently to connect with colleagues 
/ clients and attend various networking events.  These unforeseen changes 
have caused a great disconnect in how we interact, communicate and 
function overall.

But, the good news is that you can find opportunities to leverage this new 
way of living and develop even stronger networks.  Whether pre-amid-
post pandemic, valuing people in relationships is always a top priority in 
building quality and meaningful networks.  Listed below are a few tips for 
strengthening your awareness, skills and actions within your connections.

5 Tips for Adding Value to Your Networks  
for Greater Impact

1. Switch Things Up
Be aware and observant that we are in a new normal and things are quickly and 
permanently changing.  Do not assume that things you did in person, will translate 
smoothly into virtual environments.  In other words, you will most likely need to 
change up your method of introducing, speaking and communicating with others.  
If you are attending a webinar, virtual meeting / conference, etc. make it a point to 
put your camera on.  Follow the etiquette guidelines and utilize the chat feature.  
Be interactive by asking questions, posting comments / feedback.  Share details 
about yourself to break the “digital” space.  Here is an example of a good post 
question and an engaging post question in a chat:

 ¡ Good post question: How can I get involved?

 ¡ Engaging post question: As an admin for a global organization, how can I 
leverage my position to get involved and influence others?

The clear difference in the 2 questions is the ability to add more context and 
details for further engagement.
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2. Practice Etiquette
This concept was slightly touched upon in the above tip but requires an in depth 
explanation.  Showing etiquette, being respectful and thinking of others are crucial 
elements in relationship building.  Being in a virtual space does not mean that you 
should let our guard down and become “too” relaxed.  You should still adhere to 
certain unwritten rules and adjust accordingly to this new approach of connecting.  
Definitely be conscious of logging onto meetings early or on time, mute your 
microphone and refrain from multitasking during sessions.  Show genuine interest 
and participate when applicable.

3. Recognize and Praise
A little goes a long way.  Taking the time to recognize and praise your colleagues, 
clients, associates, etc. enhances relationships.  Be intentional about how, when 
and what methods are used for offering accolades to others.  Go a step further 
and highlight specific actions, accomplishments, etc. and how it impacts and 
benefits others.  The more thoughtful and descriptive in your statements, the 
better.  Here is an example of a good recognition and an engaged recognition:

 ¡ Good recognition: Great job with finishing your project and meeting  
the client’s expectations.

 ¡ Engaging recognition: Your attention to detail and timeliness on the  
project greatly benefited the client and showed your leadership and 
organizational skills.

4. Open Up
One of the most valuable aspects of networking is introducing and connecting 
individuals in your networks.  Find ways to learn about your colleagues, 
connections, etc.  As well as, constantly seek ways of offering referrals, leads and 
introductions.  Make your networks a living and viable part of your personal and 
professional development.  Center your activities around events, meetings, etc. to 
save time and leverage opportunities.  Make it a priority and incorporate this type 
of strategy into your networking plan and objectives.

5. Keep Sharing
Similarly to the analogy of the platform SharePoint, focus on offering relevant, 
up-to-date and quality info.  Make sure that the information is accurate, aligns with 
your values / purpose for networking and benefits the recipient(s).  Also, use your 
networks as a resource center for learning about opportunities and supporting 
one another.  It is also an excellent personal branding mechanism and can position 
you as a “go-to” person or expert.  This can lead to creating safe spaces and 
platforms for meaningful exchange.

Enhancing your networks by offering and creating value to your 
connections leads to success.  Follow these tips and devote effort into 
building quality relationships.  Whether short or long term, be consistent, 
responsible and professional in your endeavors.
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